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a b s t r a c t
Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) is a severe pathophysiological condition associated with high prevalence, high mortality rates, and sustained healthcare costs, therefore demanding efﬁcient methods for
its detection. Despite recent research has provided methods focused on advanced signal processing and
machine learning, the potential of applying Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) approaches to the
automatic detection of CHF has been largely overlooked thus far. This study addresses this important
gap by presenting a CNN model that accurately identiﬁes CHF on the basis of one raw electrocardiogram
(ECG) heartbeat only, also juxtaposing existing methods typically grounded on Heart Rate Variability.
We trained and tested the model on publicly available ECG datasets, comprising a total of 490,505 heartbeats, to achieve 100% CHF detection accuracy. Importantly, the model also identiﬁes those heartbeat
sequences and ECG’s morphological characteristics which are class-discriminative and thus prominent
for CHF detection. Overall, our contribution substantially advances the current methodology for detecting CHF and caters to clinical practitioners’ needs by providing an accurate and fully transparent tool to
support decisions concerning CHF detection.
© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) is a pathophysiological condition
responsible for the failure of the heart in pumping blood in the body
[1] which has encountered widespread research and societal attention [2]. According to the European Society of Cardiology, around
26 million people worldwide are affected by a form of heart failure [3]. CHF is a strongly degenerative condition, and its prevalence
increases quickly with age [4,5]. The mortality rate is closely associated with the degree of severity, reaching peaks of 40% in the most
serious events [e.g., New York Heart Association (NYHA) classes IIIIV] [6]. CHF is also one of the foremost reasons for hospitalization in
the elderly, and it is characterized by a resilient relapse rate, with
half of the outpatients readmitted within a few months from hospital discharge [7]. Moreover, just among the most industrialized
countries, the healthcare expenditure for CHF consumes 2–3% of
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the healthcare budgets, with the cost of hospitalization being the
greatest proportion of the spending [8–10]. Thus, with a worldwide
aging population and sustained pressures on healthcare systems
and resources, there is the compelling demand—among patients,
healthcare providers, policymakers, and the society as a whole—to
address this scenario by identifying highly accurate methods to
improve detection of heart failures [11] and in turn enable early
and more efﬁcient diagnoses.
Recently, research has made signiﬁcant progress in these areas.
In particular, given the quantity and complexity of data involved,
machine learning techniques and classsiﬁers (e.g., SVM, MLP, kNN, CART, Random Forest) [12–18] have been successfully applied
to analyze, detect, and classify heart failures, as we discussed and
showed in previous works [12,13,19–21]. These approaches able to
distinguish between heart failure and healthy subjects are mostly
based on Heart Rate Variability (HRV)—the variation over time of
the period between consecutive heartbeats extracted from electrocardiographic (ECG) signals [22]—, showing that depressed HRV
patterns represent accurate markers for detecting the condition.
However, building accurate HRV-based models is time-consuming
and prone to error steps, due to the preprocessing and the iterative
process of manually selecting appropriate features. Moreover, the
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best performing HRV-based models generally require either longterm signals (i.e., 24 h) or at least the combination of short-term
HRV with non-standard long-term HRV features, as shown in [23].
To tackle these issues, we present a novel framework of CHF
detection that does not rely on HRV features, rather it uses raw
ECG signals only. This method is based on a 1-D Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN). CNNs are hierarchical neural networks that
mimic the human visual system and have proven to be effective
in recognizing patterns and structures of input data in image classiﬁcation, localization, and detection tasks, among others [24–26].
Moreover, they have been extensively used for time series analysis
in classiﬁcation tasks. Some successful examples include, among
others: general time series classiﬁcation [27–29], speech recognition tasks [30], arrhythmia detection [31,32], and multivariate
diagnostic measurements modeling [33,34].
Inspired by this growing body of research, we aim to detect
CHF through a 1-D CNN approach on the ECG signals. Adding to
the signiﬁcant beneﬁt of building upon raw physiological data,
this method enables visualization of the input time series subsequences that are class discriminative (i.e., CHF vs. healthy subjects).
This feature considerably improves the interpretability of the CNN
model and represents a crucial aspect to ensure the ‘transparency’
of the method [35,36]. Such a transparency is fundamental to help
researchers explain how conclusions are reached, and to aid professionals in better understanding correlations of pathophysiological
behaviors and properties revealed by the model.
As we shall explain, we used a form of class activation mapping
(Grad-CAM) [37] that highlights the class discriminative regions in
the input data. In other words, Grad-CAM uses the model’s last activation maps to originate a heat map that can be overlapped with
the input, thus showing what regions in the input data contribute
most to CHF detection. Overall, the proposed framework puts forward several developments for CHF detection, such as refraining
from using hefty preprocessing and features selection steps of HRVbased models, as well as enabling visualization of the subsequences
in the input time series which are used to reach certain clinicallyrelevant conclusions.

2. Methods
2.1. Data
We performed a retrospective analysis on two publicly available datasets. The data for the normal subjects (i.e., control group)
were retrieved from the MIT-BIH Normal Sinus Rhythm Database
[38] included in PhysioNet [39]. This dataset includes 18 longterm ECG recordings of normal healthy not-arrhythmic subjects
(Females = 13; age range: 20 to 50). The data for the CHF group
were retrieved from the BIDMC Congestive Heart Failure Database
[40] from PhysioNet [39]. This dataset includes long-term ECG
recordings of 15 subjects with severe CHF (i.e., NYHA classes IIIIV) (Females = 4; age range: 22 to 63). Altogether, the pool of data
available for this study consists of about 20 h of ECG recordings per
each subject; it contains two-channel ECG signals sampled at 250
samples per second for the BIDMC dataset, and 128 samples per
second for the MIT-BIH dataset.
The two datasets used in this study were published by the same
laboratory, the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, and were
digitized using the same procedures according to the signal speciﬁcation line in the header ﬁle. These datasets have been widely used
in several studies concerning CHF detection, as explained in [11].
Indeed, it is an acknowledged practice to build and validate CHF
classiﬁcation models on these sources to ensure opportunities for
reproducibility.

Table 1
Total number of extracted beats from both datasets: MIT-BIH and BIDMC.
Control group beats

CHF group beats

275,974

214,531

2.2. ECG preprocessing
The ECG recordings from the BIDMC dataset were downsampled in order to match the sampling frequency of the ECG
signals from the MIT-BIH dataset (i.e., 128 Hz). Records from both
databases were already made available with computed beat annotations, which we used to isolate and extract individual heartbeats.
We considered a window of 235 ms before the annotated R peak
(equivalent to 30 samples = 128 samples/s*0.235 s), and a window
of 390 ms after the R peak (equivalent to 50 samples). Only the
beats that were annotated as normal (N) were retained for further
analysis.
Each heartbeat was z-normalized to obtain an approximately
zero mean value (i.e., amplitude) and a standard deviation close
to 1. Because the number of heartbeats extracted for each subject
was very large (∼70,000 beats), and because temporally close beats
hold similar patterns, we randomly selected one single beat every
5 s of the ECG signal. The total number of beats used in this work is
shown in Table 1.
2.3. Beats classiﬁcation
Each heartbeat was labeled with a binary value of 1 or 0 (hereafter “class” not to be confused with the NYHA classes) according
to the status of the subject: healthy or suffering from CHF, respectively. As customary in machine learning, the dataset was randomly
split into three smaller subsets for training, validation, and testing
(corresponding to 50%, 25%, and 25% of the total data, respectively).
Because one person’s heartbeats are highly intercorrelated, these
were included only in one of the subsets (i.e., training, testing, or
validation set) at a time. In order to reduce the variance of the classiﬁcation results we repeated the random splitting process 10 times.
In this way, the CNN was trained and evaluated over 10 runs; the
reported results represent the average performance on these runs,
unless otherwise stated. Performing 10 different random splits of
the dataset, and then averaging the results of the models, is a similar procedure to that of cross-validation (i.e., averaging the variance
and bias of the estimator). The sole difference between the two
methods is that the additional validation dataset is used for early
stopping of the training process and tuning the hyperparameters
of the CNN.
Two different performance evaluation strategies were
employed: a) individual beat classiﬁcation, and b) classiﬁcation on 5 min of ECG excerpts through what we called a “majority
voting scheme.” Speciﬁcally, by denoting the number of individual
heartbeats classiﬁed as normal with N1, and the number of heartbeats that were classiﬁed as CHF with N0 within 5-minutes ECG
excerpts, the ﬁnal class associated with a given 5-minutes ECG
excerpt was calculated as max (N 0 , N1 ) .
2.4. Performance measures
We computed the following measures for binary classiﬁcation
to assess the performance of the CNN classiﬁer: Accuracy (Acc), Precision (P), Sensitivity (Sens), Speciﬁcity (Spec) and Area under the
Curve (AUC) [23]. These performance indicators correspond to the
golden standard in the literature [17,41], thereby enabling ongoing
models’ comparison.
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Fig. 1. The 1-D CNN architecture for beat classiﬁcation and visualization of the class discriminative sequences in the input heartbeats.

2.5. 1-D CNN classiﬁer
The complete architecture of our model is shown in Fig. 1.
A 1-D CNN classiﬁer was used for feature extraction, and the
MLP module for the classiﬁcation of the raw ECG heartbeats. For
the beat classiﬁcation problem, the CNN acts as a feature extractor
block. The ﬁnal activations obtained from the last layer of convolution are used as inputs in a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) network.
The ﬁnal output is obtained from a softmax layer [42]. The basic
convolutional layer is followed by a batch normalization layer [43]
and a ReLU activation function [44]. The convolution operation is
performed in each layer by 20 1-D ﬁlters (i.e., kernels) with sizes
{10, 15, and 20} using a stride of 1, hyperparameters, as in previous
studies [28,32]. Thus, the convolutional block can be formalized as
a set of three operations—convolution, batch normalization, and
non-linear activation—deﬁned by the equations below:
y = W x + b

(1)

bn = BN (y)

(2)

act = ReLU(bn)

(3)

where  is the convolution operator, W are the convolutional layer
parameters (i.e., the learnable ﬁlters), x represents the input time
series, b the bias, BN the batch normalization function, and ReLU
the activation function. The resulting CNN is built by stacking three
convolutional blocks, each comprising 20 ﬁlters of sizes {10, 15,
and 20}.
The ﬁnal activations are ﬂattened and passed to an MLP with
a hidden layer of 30 neurons that are then fully connected to the
output neurons. The ﬁnal label is obtained from the softmax function. Pooling operation is excluded from the convolutional blocks
according to recent research showing that it does not affect the
classiﬁer performance and might affect overﬁtting (see, e.g., ResNet
[45]).
2.6. Visualization of class speciﬁc sequences
We employed a Grad-CAM technique to visualize the subsequences in the input ECG beats discern a certain class [37].
Grad-CAM represents a generalization of CAM [46] applicable to
a broad range of CNNs, including those containing fully-connected

layers. In Grad-CAM the weights used in the linear combination of
the forward activation maps are computed as the global average
pooling of the gradients of the score for class c with respect to the
last feature maps. Speciﬁcally, the method implies the computation
of the gradient of the score for class c (yc ) with respect to feature
maps A (i.e., in our case the feature maps of the last conv layer) that
are global-average-pooled to obtain the weights ˛ck . Therefore, the
weights ˛ck are computed as follows:
1  ∂ y
m
∂Ak
c

˛ck =

i

j

(3)

ij

where ˛ck capture the importance of feature map k for a target class
c. The Grad-CAM heatmap for a class c, is obtained as a weighted
combination of feature maps, followed by ReLU [37].
Grad CAM mapc = ReLU



k

˛ck Ak



(4)

As shown in Fig. 1, we used this tool to derive the class activation
map for class c, which indicates the importance of the activation at
a temporal location xi ; this leads to the classiﬁcation of the input
time series as a class c.
2.7. Experimental settings
We used AdamOptimizer [47] as the optimization function with
an initial learning rate of 10−3 . The batch size was set to 200. The
maximum number of training steps was set to 3000 which represents approximately 2.5 epochs when considering the batch size
above and the approximate training dataset size of 250,000 beats.
We used the validation set to monitor the training process and
account for the occurrence of overﬁtting. In such a case, an early
stopping criterion was implemented: This criterion does stop the
training when the AUC on the validation dataset does not improve
over a k = 30 optimization steps. We used the categorical crossentropy as loss function. The weights were initialized using the
Xavier initializer [48]; the biases were initialized to zero. The network was implemented in Python using TensorFlow framework
[49].
Due to the high number of hyper-parameters in the CNN,
we assessed a combination of architecture and hyper-parameters
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Table 2
Individual Heartbeats Classiﬁcation.

Accuracy
AUC
Sensitivity
Speciﬁcity
Precision

Training

Validation

Test

0.999 ± 1.1*10−16
0.999 ± 1.1*10−16
0.999 ± 1.1*10−16
0.999 ± 1.1*10−16
0.999 ± 1.1*10−16

0.982 ± 2.0*10−3
0.990 ± 1.1*10−16
0.973 ± 2.0*10−3
0.978 ± 2.0*10−3
0.970 ± 3.0*10−3

0.978 ± 2.0*10−3
0.980 ± 1.1*10−16
0.963 ± 4.0*10−3
0.986 ± 7.0*10−4
0.985 ± 7.0*10−4

Table 3
Mean Confusion Matrix.

Classiﬁed CHF
Classiﬁed normal
Classiﬁed correctly from each class
Error

True CHF

True normal

Total ACC

67181
2071
∼97%
∼3%

694
61512
∼98.8%
∼1.1%

∼97.9%
∼2.1%

through an iterative process, using grid-search and manual tuning.
As concerns the architecture structure, we searched over the number of convolutional layers (3–9), different ﬁlter sizes (from 5 to
20), and the number of ﬁlters in each convolutional layer (5 to maximum 30). The learning rate was instead manually tuned to achieve
faster convergence; the considered values were {10−1 to 10−5 }. The
results we present below were obtained with the CNN architecture
that achieved the highest performance on the validation dataset
with the minimum number of parameters.
3. Results
3.1. Individual beats classiﬁcation
Table 2 reports the performance for individual beat classiﬁcation
as the average of the 10 different runs for the 10 random splits of
the input data for training, validation, and testing.
Table 3 shows a confusion matrix for the mean of the 10 runs,
without considering the voting strategy, corresponding to the testing dataset. These ﬁndings show that on average the number of
false positives is around 1% of the mean number of normal heartbeats, while the false negatives are around 3% of the total number
of heartbeats in CHF class.
A closer analysis of one of the runs revealed that out of the total
of 854 misclassiﬁed CHF beats, 614 belonged to the same subject
(id: chf01). The same applied to the control group, where 478 beats
that were misclassiﬁed belonged to the same subject (id:16272).
Nonetheless, the number of misclassiﬁed beats for these two subjects was negligible, representing around 2%–4% of the total number
of beats that were extracted for the two subjects. In other words,
subjects 16,272 and chf01 could still be correctly categorized as
healthy and CHF subjects respectively, because more than 95% of
their heartbeats were appropriately classiﬁed. The 5 consecutive
heartbeats were accepted to be very similar, thus averaging them
should not result in signiﬁcant changes in the heartbeat morphol-

ogy. We conﬁrmed this occurrence by performing an additional
simulation in which we averaged the heartbeats in 5 s interval.
As expected, we observed no change in the performance of the
classiﬁer.
3.2. Classiﬁcation using majority voting in a speciﬁc timeframe
We employed a “majority voting scheme” for the heartbeats
within a 5-minutes ECG timeframe to enable direct comparison
with previous studies using short-term HRV features computed on
5-minutes ECG segments (see Section 2.3 for details). In sum, the
class associated with a 5-minutes ECG segment was the majority
class of the individual heartbeats in that segment. Using such a
voting strategy, we could evaluate the accuracy of our method in
discriminating between healthy and CHF patients when using 5minutes ECG recordings. All the performance measures considered
(i.e., ACC, Sens, Spec, and AUC) improved by 99% when employing the 5-minutes voting in comparison to the individual heartbeat
predictions. Moreover, the mean number of the misclassiﬁed 5minutes ECG excerpts using the voting scheme on the 10 runs was
23 out of a total of 2,227, which corresponds to about 0.1%.
These results suggest that, differently from existing evidence
[23], a highly accurate model for CHF diagnosis can be built
by using relatively short (∼5-minutes) raw ECG recordings. To
further corroborate this argument, we investigated subjects and
speciﬁc timeframes where any misclassiﬁed 5-minutes ECG segment occurred, as shown in Table 4. As a matter of illustration,
here we present a randomly selected run. We can observe that out
of the total number of 16 subjects included in the test and validation
datasets, 5 of them present misclassiﬁed 5-minutes ECG segments.
Fig. 2 presents a closer inspection of these results. It illustrates
the heartbeat classiﬁcation on one of the 10 models we used on the
training, validation, and testing datasets including all the subjects of
this study. Once again, we can readily appreciate that the extracted
heartbeats were correctly classiﬁed (i.e., the misclassiﬁed heartbeats for some subjects are considerably less than the correctly
classiﬁed ones). Moreover, the misclassiﬁed beats show a consecutive trend, which is most likely indicating a noisy ECG segment in
the raw recording. It might also be possible that these speciﬁc heartbeats were intrinsically not-discriminative, an issue that could be
tackled by extending the training dataset. We further support these
propositions by illustrating the misclassiﬁed ECG excerpts in Fig. 3,
showing that our model failed to classify either noisy segments
(e.g., subjects 16,272, 19,830) or ECG excerpts affected by movement artifacts, as also acknowledged by independent cardiological
assessments. This circumstance can easily be conﬁrmed by inspecting the data with the online viewer LightWAVE [50] from Physionet.
3.3. Class speciﬁc sequences
Moving to the visualization feature of the model, Fig. 4 represents a summary of key regions in the input beats, obtained through

Table 4
Test Subjects With Misclassiﬁed 5-Minutes ECG Segments.
Subject ID

ECG segment start time → end time

Subject ID

ECG segment start time → end time

16795
16795
16795
16795
16795
16795
16795
16795
16795
16795

13:10 → 13:15
13:30 → 13:40
13:55 → 14:20
14:30 → 14:40
14:55 → 15:00
15:30 → 15:40
15:50 → 15:55
16:05 → 16:15
16:50 → 16:55
14:20 → 17:35

17453

13:10 → 13:15

19093
19093

4:35 → 4:40
21:55 → 22:25

19830

10:40 → 10:45

16272
16272
16272

16:05 → 16:10
16:15 → 17:05
17:30 → 17:35
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Fig. 2. Heartbeats classiﬁcation for all the subjects included in the training, validation and test datasets, evaluated on one of the 10 runs. Panels b) and d) present the
predictions for the voting in a 5-minutes window of the individual heartbeats. The red and green bars represent the extracted heartbeats in chronological order for CHF
patients and healthy subjects, respectively. The grey gaps in the bars are missing data.

Fig. 3. Example of misclassiﬁed ECG segments evaluated on the validation and testing datasets.

Grad-CAM, that are class discriminative. The two ECG beats shown
in Fig. 4 represent the average of all the heartbeats from the testing set corresponding to the normal (i.e., green) and CHF (i.e., red)
classes with the respective error bands. The histograms feature the
data points in the input ECG beats above 0.8 in the normalized heat

maps obtained through Grad-CAM. The sample points that were
found to be signiﬁcant (i.e., where the histogram points reached a
threshold of 0.25) are presented in Fig. 4. In other words, these
are the points that contribute the most in identifying a certain
class.
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Fig. 4. Histograms obtained from the GRAD-CAM heat map, indicating the most important sample points in the input beats for a certain class.

4. Discussion
We presented a novel and innovative framework for CHF detection based on CNN. While CHF detection using machine learning
on ECG has traditionally relied on the extraction of HRV features
to build classiﬁers able to discriminate between healthy and CHF
subjects, in this study we substantially advanced this body of
knowledge by using as input data raw ECG heartbeats.
The development of such a model allows to bypass HRV features extraction and selection steps, yet, and importantly, without
compromising the classiﬁcation performance of the model. Indeed,
as a matter of comparison, the model proposed by Isler et al. [14]
based on short-term HRV features extracted from a randomly chosen 5-minutes ECG excerpt out of the total 24 h ECG recordings,
reports a classiﬁcation performance of ∼96% sensitivity and speciﬁcity. Thus, not only we improved these classiﬁcation results, but
also we showed that 99% of the 5-minutes ECG excerpts could be
used for providing a correct CHF diagnosis. We argue that these
beneﬁts are due to the ability of CNNs’ to automatically extract and
learn patterns in the input data, rather than relying on specialized
features that might not fully capture the true characteristics of the
underlying physiological signals.
In this this study we purposively chose a shallow architecture
(i.e., with 3 convolutional layers), yet using larger ﬁlter sizes. Experiments performed with different CNN architectures reveal that
similar classiﬁcation results can also be obtained with a deeper
architecture and smaller ﬁlter sizes. In our case, the number of
neurons in the MLP layer did have great inﬂuence on the model’s
performance and we observed a much faster convergence with
batch normalization than without.
Another relevant note concerns the difference between our
work and that by Acharya et al. [51] who employed a CNN-based
model for CHF detection. The current study puts forward important beneﬁts. First, as regards the evaluation methodology, the
authors in [51] used the recordings corresponding to a certain
subject for both training and testing the model; here, instead, we
considered the extracted heartbeats only in either the training or
testing datasets for a run. That is, we divided the subjects into
training and testing subsets, rather than using their corresponding ECG heartbeats. Moreover, differently from the architecture
proposed in [51], our model is simpler because it contains 3 convolutional layers only and no pooling operations, thus reducing

the computational complexity to the beneﬁt of possible future
mobile applications. The CNN inputs are different too: In the current study, we extracted individual heartbeats, whereas in [51]
ECG excerpts of 2 s were used as inputs. This represents a critical
strategy that our model advances because it allows us to investigate the heartbeat morphology in connection to the CHF diagnosis
through the Grad-CAM method (see Fig. 4). To the best of our
knowledge, this is also the opening evidence in which discriminative segments in the input heartbeat are revealed for the CHF
diagnosis.
Finally, mean differences in the heartbeat morphology are
clearly shown in Fig. 4 and the histograms highlight the regions in
the input heartbeats that were mostly used by the CNN in making
the predictions. Thus, our model allows to visualize those features
that are automatically learned during the classiﬁcation process.
According to a recent study by Taylor and Hobbs [52], heart failure is associated with abnormal ECG in 89% of the cases. Moreover,
James et al. [53] showed that heart failure patients have signiﬁcant
prolonged QRS duration, prolonged QT duration, prolonged QTc and
more rightward T wave axis. Also, de Luna et al. [54] reported long
QT interval and visible variations of the shape, amplitude or polarity
of the T wave on an alternate-beat basis as ECG changes associated
with heart failure. In Fig. 4, we presented two heartbeats, obtained
as average on all normal and CHF heartbeats included in the available datasets. We can appreciate that some of the morphological
changes reported in the literature can be easily identiﬁed in Fig. 4.
These include, among others, ﬂattened, prolonged T wave, visible
changes in the amplitude of the T wave. The highlighted parts in
the normal and CHF heartbeats represent the ECG heartbeat subsequence used by the CNN network to generate a prediction. Whilst
not entering into clinical interpretations, we can anyway observe
that the identiﬁed important parts in the ECG are mainly located
near the ﬁducial points (Q, R and T waves).
As shown in Table 5, the classiﬁcation results suggest that this
method is highly competitive with, and in some respect superior
to, previous models using HRV features. It is worth noticing that,
while the classiﬁcation process presented here is performed at the
heartbeat level, the obtained results can be easily compared with
previous studies by performing a per-subject classiﬁcation, using
the presented voting scheme, either for 5-minutes ECG excerpts or
on the entire ECG recording (i.e., by quantifying the majority class
predicted for all the heartbeats corresponding to each subject).
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Table 5
Classiﬁcation performance of the current study as compared to the existing literature.
Author(s) (Year)

Methods

Data

Results

Asyali et al. (2013) [17]

Linear discriminant analysis
Bayesian classiﬁer
Based on HRV features

Sensitivity: 0.82
Speciﬁcity: 0.98
Accuracy: 0.93

Isler et al. (2003) [14]

k-NN
Based on HRV features

Melillo et al. (2014) [12]

CART
Based on HRV features

Chen et al. (2015) [18]

Non-equilibrium decision-tree
Nased on support vector
machine classiﬁer
Based on dynamics of 5-minute
short-term HRV measures

Liu et al. (2016) [15]

SVN and k-NN
Non-standard HRV features

Acharya et al

Raw, 2 seconds ECG
CNN

1. Normal Sinus Rhythm RR Interval Database
2. Congestive Heart Failure RR Interval Database
54 normal subjects
29 CHF subjects
1. Normal Sinus Rhythm RR Interval Database
2.Congestive Heart Failure RR Interval Database
54 normal subjects
29 CHF subjects
1.Normal Sinus Rhythm RR Interval Database
2. MIT-BIH Normal Sinus Rhythm Database
3. Congestive Heart Failure RR Interval Database
4. BIDMB Congestive Heart Failure
72 normal subjects
44 CHF subjects
1.Normal Sinus Rhythm RR Interval Database
2. MIT-BIH Normal Sinus Rhythm Database
3. Congestive Heart Failure RR Interval Database
4. BIDMB Congestive Heart Failure
72 normal subjects
44 CHF subjects
1. Normal Sinus Rhythm RR Interval Database
2.Congestive Heart Failure RR Interval Database
30 normal subjects
17 CHF subjects
1. MIT-BIH Normal Sinus Rhythm Database
2. BIDMB Congestive Heart Failure
3. Fantasia
1. MIT-BIH Normal Sinus Rhythm Database
2. BIDMB Congestive Heart Failure
18 normal subjects
15 CHF subjects

This study

[51]

Raw ECG heartbeats
CNN based method

In our model, the error in the subjects’ classiﬁcation is nil: Each
subject is correctly classiﬁed as being either healthy or affected by
CHF. Previously, Liu et al. [15] presented what to the best of our
knowledge is the only other system achieving a similar accuracy
in CHF detection. Yet, our work focuses on a purposively selected
sample of subjects rather than on the entire pool available in the
original datasets. The misclassiﬁed heartbeats are trivial in comparison to the correctly classiﬁed ones, indicating 100% accuracy
for the classiﬁcation at the subject level, as evident in Fig. 2.
Added to their superior performance, our results bring forward
the intuition that short ECG recordings, of just about 5 min, can be
sufﬁcient to correctly diagnose severe CHF. This is an important
result because, with the increasing availability of wearable devices
capturing interim ECG recordings (e.g., smart-watches), accurate
CHF detection and prediction might be soon performed through
devices people carry in everyday situations. In this respect, current
approaches have looked at HRV, which is conventionally analyzed
using 5-min excerpts, if not longer (e.g., nominally 24 h). However,
physiological phenomena running over much shorter timespans
might not be fully captured when considering such long excerpts.
Thus, by using individually extracted heartbeats to provide an accurate diagnostic prediction, the approach proposed here facilitates
future implementation into real-time systems towards the realization of a Clinical Decision Support System (CDDS). In CDDS
envisioned end-users are not only experienced cardiologists, but
also patients, caregivers, general practitioners, nurses, trainees, and
so forth. Moreover, once trained, the network responds in a very
short time and can be embedded into mobile phones or deployed
to cloud architectures, as we already discussed elsewhere [13,55].
Our study must also be seen in light of its limitations, which
anyway represent valuable calls for future research avenues. First,
the CHF subjects used in this study suffer from severe CHF only (i.e.,
NYHA classes III-IV); the discrimination could yield less accurate
results for milder CHF (i.e., NYHA classes I-II). Second, the use of

Sensitivity: 0.96
Speciﬁcity: 0.96
Accuracy: 0.96
Sensitivity: 0.9
Speciﬁcity: 1.0
Accuracy: 0.96

Accuracy: 0.96

Sensitivity: 1.0
Speciﬁcity: 1.0
Accuracy: 1.0
Sensitivity: 0.98
Speciﬁcity:0.99
Accuracy: 0.98
Sensitivity: 1.0
Speciﬁcity:1.0
Accuracy: 1.0

acknowledged public datasets including raw ECG signals was aimed
at improving the opportunity for comparison and transparency of
science. Yet, this choice necessarily resulted in a dataset which, at
the subject level, is on average smaller than those used in other
models. Future studies will need to extend the results presented
here in larger datasets.
Finally, we would like to encourage future research as well
as clinical practice to apply this framework to the pre-diagnostic
assessment of CHF. This strategy will not only allow further
model’s validation, but it will also enable moving from retrospective detection to prospective diagnosis, potentially improving
human well-being, reducing healthcare costs, and hopefully even
saving lives.
5. Conclusions
In this article we proposed a novel and highly-effective method
for CHF detection based on CNNs. Compared to existent models
the added value of our model is that it uses raw ECG signals, rather
than HRV features, and yields prominent accuracy in detecting CHF.
Indeed, we showed that the performance of the CNN model holds
considerably high scores when the classiﬁcation is performed at the
heartbeat level, and it is error-free as pertains the subject classiﬁcation component. Moreover, this is the ﬁrst study using advanced
machine learning approaches to reveal which morphological characteristics of the ECG beats are the most important to efﬁciently
detect CHF. We believe that this is a crucial contribution for clinical
practice because clinicians, who are ultimately responsible for CHF
patients, are generally refractory to the adoption of methods that
are not fully transparent in showing how certain decisions were
reached. Our method successfully responds to this issue.
Finally, we are hopeful that the model provided here will be used
as a highly-effective and generalizable classiﬁcation method for
other time series classiﬁcation tasks in medicine and beyond (e.g.,
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in neuro-behavioral research [56]). We thus call for future works
to expand the results presented in this study towards improving
human wellbeing and reducing current healthcare ﬁnancial and
societal burdens.
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